Steelcase and GoBright are collaborating to help employees work faster, better and stronger through applied office technology. GoBright sets out to offer a desk management solution, with a booking software offering great insights into the efficient use of the workplace.
Agile Work

With modern ways of working such as activity-based, flexible desk use automatically comes into play. The GoBright desk booking software facilitates these ways of agile work:

**ONLINE DESK SELECTION**
Book a desk online or via app, so you’re sure of having a place to work. No more endless searching for a desk.

**VISIBLET OCCUPATION**
Check the status of a desk as you enter the office with Mapping, Connect and Glow.

**STIMULATION HOT DESKING**
Thanks to our advanced desk sharing tool, a desk can be occupied by several colleagues in one day.

**CLEAR ANALYTICS**
Manage your office space efficiently and empower facility managers to make the right interpretations of the use of assets.

Booking Process

1. You can search, find and book a desk via the GoBright mobile app, the online portal or via Mapping in the desk booking system. Mapping is an interactive map of each floor at the office.
   OR
   Check in at your desk instantly by scanning the built-in Connect with your mobile phone or NFC card.

2. When you enter the office you can check your mobile app, a feature of our desk sharing tool. You can see what desk is yours for that day. When you click on Find my Desk, the LED light of the GoBright Connect and Glow start flashing.

3. Finally, it’s possible to make the real occupancy of a desk visible. The LED ring on our Connect shows at a glance the status of a desk:
   - **Green**: the desk is free and bookable
   - **Red**: the desk is occupied and non-bookable
   - **Blue**: the desk is occupied and non-bookable and the person at the desk does not want to be disturbed

Optional Accessories

**Connect Device**
- Check in/out with NFC/RFID card or app
- Pre-set your personal sitting/standing height
- LED colours indicates occupancy status

**Glow Light**
- Light that indicates occupation status
- Place it on your monitor or partition wall
- LED light matches Connect colours

**NFC Sticker**
- Low cost – low effort
- Check in with the GoBright app
- Occupation status visible on Mapping

Availability and Manufacturing

GoBright is available in EMEA and manufactured in the Netherlands by GoBright.

Additional Product Materials
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